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REMOVING THE HOOD    
1. Start by pulling sled into shop, remove key, and turn off kill 
switch, lock brake lever. Remove fuel from inside fuel tank. 

2.  Remove side panels, clutch cover, belt, dash, headlight, 
hood, exhaust CAN EGT sensor, exhaust can, fuel tank (Fuel 
tank vent line removal takes flat head screwdriver and pry 
gently working the hose off the tank. Be careful not to break 
the fitting), air box, throttle bodies & Primary clutch. As per 
OEM Protocol.

3. Remove intake boot and check reeds for any cracks, 
worn out edges or broken reed petal. Replace if necessary. 
We recommend using our turbo specific reeds.

4. Check and clean throttle bodies for belt dust or other 
debris. Undo all zip ties holding TPS wiring (to give you as 
much length on the TPS wire as possible.)

COOLANT LINE

5. Remove coolant line tie down straps from motor intake 
giving them ability to be moved. 

6. Take coolant line that hooked on the PTO side throttle 
body (the one coming out of the back side center of the 
engine) install the new long coolant line supplied (one 
with the coupler on it) insert coupler into stock line and 
clamp down. 

7. Take this line and route it between motor intakes and 
down around recoil. This hose will now be used to supply the 
outside of the turbo with coolant.

8. Take coolant line that ran to the MAG side throttle body 
and pull it out from it location. (Hose should be dangling 
straight off the coolant bottle now). 

9.  This will be used as a return line from inside the turbo. 
(From engine side of installed turbo to coolant bottle)
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FUEL LINE & ECU

10.  Remove fuel line off the bottom of the ECU using OEM 
Protocol  (the one that has the fuel filter and Y in it.) 

11.  Remove the fuel line between the Y and the fitting that 
hooked to the ECU. Line may need to be cut with a razor blade 
after crimp clamps are removed. 

12.  Take new supplied fuel line (one that has a T and 2 
short pieces of fuel line).

13.  Reinstall the ECU Fitting into the long 2.5” fuel line side 
and clamp down.  To get this fitting off, you may need to cut 
the line it was previously on. Be careful not to cut the O-ring 
on the ECU fitting that is inside the hose.

14. Reinstall the Y fitting into the 2“ long fuel line and 
clamp it down.

15.  Long 10” hose left will hook to new added injectors later 
on. 

16. Reinstall fuel line back onto bottom of ECU.

MISSING PICTURE
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17. Install billet intakes on to throttle bodies.  Lube the O-
rings with oil or small amount of grease.  Anything that will 
let the O-rings slide over the throttle-bodies (one is labeled 
MAG side one is labeled PTO side.) 

18. Press throttles bodies into new billet adapters. 
Throttle body should be tight against the intake adapters.

19. Place the little bolts supplied into throttle bodies through 
the little round holes.  Tighten down bolts by hand (these are 
small bolt. Don’t over tighten and break the bolts or strip out 
the thread by over-tighting them.) 

   20. This will bolt the throttle-bodies and intake together 
making them one piece. (No locktight is needed.)

21. Hook BOV boost reference line to PTO side brass barb. 
Zip tie line making it tight and secure

22. Hook up fuel box boost reference line to MAG side brass 
barb. Zip tie line making it tight and secure.

23. Hook up fuel box injector plug to new red injectors. (It 
does not matter the side.)  
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24.  Install the 2½ “ silicone couplers to the intake side of the 
throttle bodies.

25. Take the clamps and place them onto the silicone 
coupler and tighten them down.  (If you got a CSP Edi-
tion or Low Elevation: Note the clamp placement and 
orientation).

26. If you got a Sonic CSP Edition or Low Elevation: 
The clamp with the color needs to be oriented on the 
MAG side throttle body.  In a way that the color faces 
toward the  PTO side throttle body. This will let the throttle 
and body butterfly mechanize work without hitting the 
clamp).

27. Make sure throttle mechanism works. Cycle butterflies 
open and closed a few times making sure nothing is hitting 
and everything works smooth. IMPORTANT: If something 
hits, stops, smacks, sticks, rubs, or the troll mechanism is hard 
to open this needs to be fixed.  If installed incorrectly the 
throttle will stick when riding the sled.  Do not procede until 
everything works and has been double checked!  

28. Hook up new 8” fuel line to supply the newly added 
injectors

29. Hook up TPS  (Make sure there is some slack in the 
wires)

30.  Install aluminum air box and tighten down clamps. 31. Re install fuel tank and fuel tank cover with switches 
onto sled. (Make sure fuel lines do not get kinked or 
pinched in any way).

OIL PACKAGE    
32. Remove top engine cover and disguard.
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34. Remove oil lines from rave valves. 35. Un-thread oil lines from under the wires ( some zip 
ties might need to cut).

36. Take new long supplied clear tuning with brass T in it 
and hook to oil line that went to the MAG cylinder.

37. Insert check valve  in the clear hose that will go to the 
MAG side cylinder head, as close to it as you can. 

38. Zip tie coupler and line together. Making sure connection 
is secure and tight.

39. Run line over to where the turbo assembly will be. 40. Cut the clear hose close to the stainless steel line and 
insert the check valve as close as you can to the line.

33. Take boost line from air box and run it up to 
handle bars where the gauges will be and install the 
gauge cluster on top of the handle bar clamp.

If you have a Gauge Package
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41.  Take new clear oil line with T in it and place oil line that 
came off PTO rave valve on to tee and zip tie together making 
sure connection is tight and secure.

42.  Oil lines need to be filled with oil. Removing all air. 43. Take short line off T, put other check valve close to the 
source, and connect to PTO rave valve.  Zip tie together 
making sure connection is tight and secure.

44. Take long line off tee and connect to MAG side cylinder. 
Zip tie together making sure connection is tight and secure.

45. Zip tie down all lines and wires making them secure.

46. Install fender base plate. INSTALL TURBO ASSEMBLY 

47. Install banjo fittings into coolant lines that were ran 
earlier. Clamp lines with supplied clamps (lines might need to 
be cut a little shorter).

48. Place turbo assembly into final position.
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49. Hook up springs. 50. Bolt down pipe into chassis. 51. Fill turbo with about 1 oz. of oil into lines.

52. Hook up oil lines to top of turbo (make sure oil lines do 
not touch exhaust pipe).

53. IF YOU HAVE A GAUGE PACKAGE: Install CAN EGT sen-
sor into turbo inlet pipe. Tighten down.

INSTALL ELECTRICAL WIRING

54. On the left side of the sled you will find a blank plug 
that was not use for anything. This is an accessory plug 
with two wires on in it. Cut off the plug.

55. Strip wire to get ready for soldering. 56. Put black wire with crimp on it onto the frame brace. 57. Solder red and yellow wire from accessory plug to red 
wire from wiring harness. Solder black wire from accessory 
plug to black wire from wiring harness.

Force Turbos 801-807-8046
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58. Solder yellow and black wire from wiring harness to 
orange with blue strip wire on the plug by the oil tank. Heat 
shrink/electrical tape over solder connections.

59.  Run wiring down a frame and along frame under pipe. 
Zip tie to secure.

60.  FUEL CONTROLLER 
Install Red line fuel controller wiring  (see attached 
wiring schematic).

60.a. Hook up AFR gauge power harness. 61. Zip tie all loose wires and hoses making sure nothing 
will hit the jackshaft or clutch when its running.

60.b. Red wire of AFR harness to red wire on TP wiring 
harness.  
Black wire of AFR harness to Black wire on TP wiring harness. 
Blue and white wires not used.

60.c. Install  AFR sensor probe into turbo pipe. Hook all 

other AFR wiring harnesses.

INSTALL CHARGE TUBE ASSEMBLY 

62. Silicone 45 degree fitting may need to be trimmed on 
air box to get proper fitment and alignment.

If you have a 
Gauge Package
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63. Tighten down all clamps on charge tube, making sure 
nothing is hitting the fuel tank.

64. Hook up BOV line coming from throttle body intakes to 
BOV.

INSTALL COLD AIR INTAKE ASSEMBLY

65. Loosen clamps so tubes can be twisted and aligned 
as needed.

REMOVE AIR BOX FROM UNDER HOOD ASSEMBLY.    
66. Remove assembly as follow.

67. It should look like this.    

Force Turbos 801-807-8046
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68. This is how it should look once you had unbolted 
everything.

   69. You won’t use these anymore.
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70.  Start putting the rest of the hood back together. 71.  Replace this bolt with the hood bolts provided.

72. Reinstall hood assembly. 73. Adjust cold air intake so that the 2 ½ “ pipe sticks into the 
stock air box location. This will let the turbo grab the cold air 
from the stock locations.

74. Tighten down all cold air intake clamps (after every-
thing looks good).

75. Drill a 31/64 hole for sensor. Take one of your old self 
tapping bolts.

76. Install the sensor. 77. Use a bolt from the stock airbox assembly to hold 
down this sensor.

Force Turbos 801-807-8046
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78. Plug head lights in.      79. Reinstall stock gauge cover and glove box.             80. Refill and check level of anti freeze. 

CLUTCHING

81. Install supplied clutching into primary clutch. Loose 
the bolts on clutch dumpeter.

     82. Use Ski-Doo 850 clutch puller to keep it in place.            83. Apply pressure to knock out back plate.

84. Once back plate is out, remove top screws.      85. Using the compression tool, compress clutching.            86. Use flat screw driver to remove ring.

www.forceturbos.com
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87. De-compress clutching and remove spring and top 

cover.

88. Remove weights. 89. Install new weights: High elevation systems at 96 
grams and low elevation systems at 102 grams.

90. Re-install components and make sure rollers are in proper 
place.

91. Reinstall primary clutch on to sled (as per OEM specs and 
procedures).

 92. Re-install clutch cover.

93. Install and attach Redline fuel controller to top of the 
clutch cover with supplied Velcro (making sure you can get 
to the plug side of the box in case any tuning needs to take 
place.)

94. Fill sled fuel tank with race fuel or other specified good 
fuel. Now you are ready to start the sled. LOW ELEVATION: 
Sled will start and then die. It will take a couple pulls of the 
rope to get it to fire. This is because we changed out the fuel 
pump and it will take a little work to get everything primed.

95. After sled starts, check for any fuel, antifreeze, or oil 
leaks. Now perform prestart proceedures. Once you have 
done this, go ride... And have fun!
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